2020/21
Season Report

A Message From Our CEO, Artistic Director, and Board President
The 2020/21 Reimagined Season was distinguished by extraordinary generosity and the spirit of coming
together as an arts community. Philanthropic support for opera continued through uncertain times, sustaining
artistic practice and ensuring a bright future for music. Opera artists took leaps of faith to create work in new
mediums for virtual audiences. Seasoned music lovers and newcomers to the art form explored opera through our
online offerings and live performances.
In the report to follow, you will learn how the generosity of our donors, sponsors, patrons, subscribers, board
members, staff, artists, partners, and funders has made our season of inspired and inventive programming
possible. Our special thanks go to those who made a gift and increased their giving during this challenging time.
Our Opera Etc. programs were the first to pivot online, offering the promise of “physical distance and social
connection” through a series of music videos, podcasts, and web interviews. Programs included Pop-Up Opera,
Coloratura for seniors residences, For All to Hear, Listening Party Podcast, Inside Opera, Take Five with Timothy, Acoustic
Afternoons, and Lunchbox Opera online. For artists, we launched the Citizen Artist Program to support artists at
various stages in their journey to engage in community.
Continuing on the theme of “firsts” a film adaptation of the opera by Canadian composer Elizabeth Raum, The
Garden of Alice, was created using the Wingate Studio as a sound stage. Benjamin Britten’s Phaedra and Serenade
for Tenor, Horn and Strings, and Lee Hoiby’s Bon Appetit! and The Italian Lesson also came to life as indie films. For
youth, schools, and families we released a livestream performance of The Flight of the Hummingbird. In this delightful
and thought-provoking new opera, the animals of the forest are inspired to come together by Dukdukdiya, the
Hummingbird, to save their beautiful home from a raging fire.
This pandemic year has revealed how much we depend on the arts. When we finally emerge from this crisis,
we will need them more than ever. The arts bring us hope and comfort. They inspire a sense of community. They
recalibrate our priorities and remind us of what is meaningful and beautiful about life and being human.
Our heartfelt thanks. We deeply appreciate the community’s support for the arts during the 2020/21 Season.
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Music at the Baumann

Bass-baritone Daniel Okulitch & soprano Lara Secord-Haid created and performed a modern lineage of lieder,

Elegant recitals in intimate cabaret settings were filmed live in the Wingate Studio and broadcast to viewers

melodie, and song extending to popular artists and poets. Composer Adrian Dolan arranged a program of songs for

to enjoy from the comfort of their home. This recital series introduced operatic voice and virtuosic playing to

a small chamber ensemble by modern greats such as Leonard Cohen, Gordon Lightfoot, and Randy Newman.

communities near and far; live, online and on social media. From the silly to the sublime, artists curated, coached
and performed new recital programs exploring classic and contemporary song and celebrating themes as varied as
friendship, honesty, angst, and the journey from hopelessness to hope.

MODERN SONG MASTERS

MY 3 C’S: COPLAND, CANCIONNES, & CORONA

Mezzo-soprano Megan Latham, known for her warm, earthy voice, shared a musical journey celebrating honesty,
angst, and humour, accompanied by pianist Kimberley-Ann Bartczak.
FESTIVE CHEER

Tenor Ben Butterfield, soprano Anne Grimm, and pianist Robert Holliston delivered the holiday spirit through a
“Thank you for sharing this amazing performance. I have missed opera so much.” Two Sopranos, One Friendship
“We attended the opening night of the recital by the two young singers on October 28th, and just wanted to say
how much we enjoyed the evening. Their choice of music was an excellent blend of the unusual and the wellknown, their voices were lovely, and the candle-lit setting was elegant.” Modern Song Masters
“Thanks for tonight’s streaming performance at the Baumann Centre. What a delight to hear such short and
beautiful words and music from Ben and Anne. Great and beautiful camera work. And the surprise of the night
was Timothy Vernon’s reading of the comedy inherent in the 12 Days of Christmas. I’m sure Victoria will not soon

performance of favourite carols and seasonal offerings.
TWO SOPRANOS, ONE FRIENDSHIP

A delightful cameo by Dr. Bonnie Henry set the stage for sopranos Aviva Fortunata and Claire de Sévigné on a
fun and lighthearted musical journey, showcasing their unbreakable bond with duets from Mozart, Mendelssohn,
Vaughan Williams and Bellini.
SOLATIUM [SŌ-’LĀ-SHĒ-ƏM]

Tenor Colin Ainsworth, principal violinist Terence Tam, and pianist Kimberley-Ann Bartczak performed works by

forget, if ever, the hidden avian universe inherent in The Twelve Days of Christmas. Nor will any Birder ever sing

Vaughan Williams, Benjamin Britten, and the première of The Length of a Day with text by Cree Métis poet Michelle

that carol again without chuckles. So thank you again for another musical reason Christmas does not go away.”

Poirier Brown and composed by Jeffrey Ryan.

Festive Cheer

We gratefully acknowledge the Victoria Foundation’s
Emergency Community Support Fund

Bon Appétit! & The Italian Lesson
Composer Lee Hoiby’s double bill Bon Appétit! and The Italian Lesson featured a pair of one-woman operas.
Mezzo soprano Megan Latham performed an appetizing transcription of a classic TV broadcast by Julia Child; and a
pretentious New York society lady, who is busy translating Dante’s Inferno while juggling multiple interruptions.
Conducted by Giuseppe Pietraroia, Bon Appétit! featured dynamo Megan Latham in the iconic role of Julia Child.
Megan, as much a television personality as Julia, demonstrated the creation of a scrumptious Gateau au Chocolat,
with impeccable comic timing…all while singing! Maestro “Joey” and players of the Victoria Symphony performed this
delightful score with vigor, verve…and a wink!

Phaedra &
Serenade for Tenor, Horn and Strings
An evening with Benjamin Britten conducted by Timothy Vernon with the Victoria Symphony, saw mezzo
soprano Allyson McHardy play the title role of Phaedra in a cantata for mezzo soprano and orchestra based on
Racine’s Phèdre.
When forbidden passion cannot stay silent, a tragic hero journeys through blame and lust on her tempestuous
search for serenity. Britten’s last vocal work covers the emotional range of a full-scale opera in 15 minutes,
including “…some of the most delicate orchestration ever written.” (Bernard Holland, The New York Times.) Phaedra

The creative team was led by Glynis Leyshon, with designs by Pam Johnson and the artistry of filmmaker David
Malysheff, who created a setting and staging for The Italian Lesson that drops us on 1920’s Park Avenue; tufted
ottoman and all! The Italian Lesson provided an opportunity to experience one of Canada’s finest character
interpreters in yet another contrasting role performed by Megan.

is a musical ascension to annihilation.
Tenor Colin Ainsworth, principal horn Alana Despins and the Victoria Symphony performed Serenade for Tenor,
Horn and Strings, a song cycle set to a selection of six poems by British poets on the subject of night.
An evocative dialogue between horn and voice guides us through the sparkling glory of day and the seeping horrors
of night. Powerful music shimmers with gemstone colours as the wild, poetic splendor of nature is celebrated

“Latham’s work on these fully staged, beautifully shot chamber operas by American composer Lee Hoiby mines
both cooking guru Julia Child and monologist Ruth Draper, with expectedly awesome results.” – Mike Devlin,
Times Colonist on Bon Appétit! and The Italian Lesson
“This was absolutely fantastic! Brava to Megan and Bravo to the rest of the team. Thank you for making our day.”

Bon Appetit!
“What a wonderful treat...both those operas were awesome. Megan Latham was superb. Thank you for
lightening up my Friday evening. Please pass congratulations on to all involved”. Bon Appétit! and The Italian

Lesson
Chamber Opera Underwriter

through this eight-movement anthology.

Opera Etc.

THE ASH GROVE

POP-UP OPERA

Pacific Opera’s emerging artists brought 163 summer performances to parks and streets throughout the Capital
Region, surprising people with music in unexpected places while maintaining safe distancing. Pop-Up Opera also
took requests to deliver short, live Opera Postcard performances and filmed a series at iconic Victoria landmarks.
COLORATURA

Opera performance continued to be offered to retirement residences and care facilities. Coloratura moved outside
to facility parking lots and courtyards to safely provide live music for the residents, most of whom were under
lockdown and isolated due to the pandemic. In addition, video concerts were recorded by our citizen artists.
FOR ALL TO HEAR

IBPoC (Indigenous, Black, People of Colour) opera artists were invited to share their personal experiences through

INSIDE OPERA ONLINE EPISODE 7
THE GARDEN OF ALICE

musical performance and stories that illuminate racial division.
TAKE FIVE WITH TIMOTHY

Your favourite Maestro in conversation with colleagues and collaborators on life and art! Each episode offered five
takeaways for reflection on mentorship, artistic creation, curation, leadership, and more.
INSIDE OPERA

Robert Holliston presented a series of video chats with special guests about everything opera-related. Insightful,
friendly, and funny!
LISTENING PARTY PODCAST

Rebecca Hass interviewed guest artists and community partners about life, art and music, and shared their
favourite tracks via Spotify playlists.
LUNCHBOX OPERA AND MUSIC ALIVE

Pacific Opera’s emerging artists created intimate video recitals from their homes and studios around the world for
music lovers to enjoy at home and at the home office.

AN ODE TO DR. BONNIE HENRY

ACOUSTIC AFTERNOON

Guest opera artists chatted about life in a time of pandemic and performed songs from wherever they happened to
be isolating.
HANDWASHING ARIAS

Opera divas and divos demonstrated proper handwashing procedures while singing popular arias to crazy new
lyrics by Bill Richardson, and the Bonnielujah Chorus!

Bravo Society Sponsors

President’s Circle Sponsor

For All to Hear Sponsor

Coloratura Sponsor

SONGS MY PARENTS TAUGHT ME
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Artist Development
ARTS ADMINISTRATION RESIDENCY

“The unexpected benefits and learning that resulted from (working with Pacific Opera) was a confidence in forging

With the support of the First Peoples Cultural Council, an Indigenous artist was in residence with Pacific Opera

my development in the arts. I began to see how other artists and their commitment to their artistic practice and

to create community and youth programs, and deliver community engagement activities with marginalized

vision allowed them to find pathways to develop their language and medium in arts and performing.” - Natalie

communities.

Ashley on her Arts Administration Residency

CITIZEN ARTIST PROGRAM

Four resident artists engaged in a virtual training program where they created Music Alive Video Recitals. They in
turn mentored an Apprentice Quartet comprising four local voice students in a peer-to-peer learning program,
and began their journey as Civic Artists with our local partners, including the Greater Victoria Public Library, InterCultural Association, Royal BC Museum, and more.
MUSIC 580H

“Beautiful and deeply moving. Bravi to everyone involved. Pacific Opera, I love the online content you’re providing
during Covid times. I hope you will continue doing these once things open up.” Tenebris
“Micah… astonishing and deeply poignant saga and soulful sung tribute.” Denkmal

The University of Victoria’s M.Mus curriculum includes an Ensemble Performance credit course (Mus580H) through

“BRAVO, Pacific Opera, Mubarakhon, Simran Claire! What a great cultural mix, musical-cultural mix, and creative

which UVic voice students usually perform with the Pacific Opera Chorus. This year, coaching and role study was

spirit. I love this recital! Thank you, Simran and pianist for a great rendering of Schumann’s Frauenliebe und Leben. I

offered in-person and online by principal coach Kimberley-Ann Bartczak, Joey Pietraroia, and Rebecca Hass.

would love to hear/see you live with this performance. Tabla was also very welcome!” Dadima

Arts Administration Residency Supporter

Emerging Artist Program Sponsor

Diversity in the Arts

Youth and Schools

In our continuing work to create long-term strategic action plans to dismantle systemic inequities and

THE FLIGHT OF THE HUMMINGBIRD

address matters of diversity, equity and inclusion, reconciliation with Indigenous peoples, and environmental

Co-produced with Vancouver Opera, Pacific Opera presented a video performance of this enchanting 45-minute

stewardship, we convened 21 community forums on Diversity in the Arts. These thought-provoking sessions

opera for young people. The Flight of the Hummingbird is based on an Indigenous parable from the Quechuan people

included presentations from Indigenous artists, entrepreneurs, business leaders, and academics and encouraged

of South America. The story of the brave hummingbird travelled through pre-contact trade routes to become well

the 560 participants to explore opportunities for government, education, social service, arts, and Indigenous

known within Haida culture. This opera is influenced by the graphic novel written by acclaimed Haida artist Michael

organizations to collaborate and to explore Indigeneity in governance, curatorial practice, and community building.

Nicoll Yahgulanaas and includes elements of his dramatic Haida-manga illustrations.
LIVING OPERA

Video workshops were offered for students in grades 3 to 8, aligned with the Big Ideas, Learning Standards,
“The reason I chose to work with Pacific Opera is because their reputation already spoke for itself. The innovative

Curricular Competencies, and Content of the BC Arts Curriculum. The workshops were delivered to schools, online

Indigenous projects they had already brought to the stage showed a willingness to share space and give voice to

learners, and Learning Programs at the Royal BC Museum, Art Gallery of Greater Victoria,Greater Victoria Public

others. Art can change minds and so arts companies who show leadership in Indigenous relationship building and

Library, Victoria Native Friendship Centre, RAVE Youth Drop-In, and the Inter-Cultural Association of Greater Victoria.

reconciliation should be invested in and supported.” Tanya Clarmont (Teme-Augama Anishnabai from Bear Island
Reserve), Director of Management Services at the Victoria Native Friendship Centre.

OPERA CREATION CAMP

Offered in collaboration with Kaleidoscope Theatre for Young People, this week-long summer camp invited youth

“This is … a wonderful opportunity for Pacific Opera to engage with other branches of artistic expression. It is

aged 9 to 13 to create and perform their own short opera. Guided by a teaching artist, a composer, and a visual

imperative moving forward that staff and others are able to engage in a meaningful way to build relationships

artist, they wrote the words and music, created the set and props, rehearsed, and then presented a in-person

outside of opera which will allow for an opportunity of learning, engagement, and growth that will benefit opera in

performance for friends and family.

a multitude of ways.” Dr. Lisa Gunderson, Director of One love Consulting and Consultant facilitating Pacific Opera’s
anti-racism and equity discussions.

IN YOUR HANDS - MAKING ART IN A DIGITAL AGE

Teachers Professional Development Days provided educators with the tools and inspiration to help them in the
classroom and served as an important catalyst for engaging young people in the arts. Pacific Opera collaborated
with the Greater Victoria Public Library, the Maritime Museum of British Columbia, and the Royal BC Museum to
offer free professional development for formal and informal educators.
TEACHING ARTISTS

Virtual workshops were presented at the Esquimalt High School music program, ICA Youth Drop In program,
Greater Victoria Public Library, Royal BC Museum, and Art Gallery of Greater Victoria.
Youth and Education Programming is supported by an anonymous Family Foundation

40th Anniversary Campaign
While our 40th anniversary

OPERAS

EDUCATION

celebrations were stymied by the

Expanded masterworks included the

The Campaign supported Pacific

pandemic, many of the goals of the

most pan-Canadian co-production

Opera’s first province-wide school

Anniversary Campaign have been

in opera history, La Traviata, the

tour with over 120 performances

met or are underway. Thanks to

premiere of our largest opera, Il

booked for The Flight of the

the community’s generosity a total

trittico, and our next large-scale

Hummingbird and a film version

of $2,709,663 was raised to enhance

venture, Die Walküre, is waiting in

streamed nationally. Your generosity

programs and create new ones in five

the wings. Your generosity afforded

launched the Living Opera classroom

key areas – operas, artists, education,

the commission of The Flight of the

workshop, Professional Development

community engagement, and working

Hummingbird and another new work

Days for teachers, and the Opera

capital.

soon to be announced.

Creation Camp.

ARTISTS

New initiatives in artist development
include the Artist in Residence
program, Citizen Artist program,
and Chorus Development program.
Upcoming are the IBPoC Arts
Leadership program, and the Women
in Musical Leadership program.

COMMUNITY

ARTISTIC EXCELLENCE FUND

The launch of Opera Etc. has

$500,000 was raised for a board-

generated dozens of new programs

restricted operating reserve to help

that have increased participation

level out cash flow, provide insurance

in opera with a diverse array of

against unexpected events, and

community, both online, in the city,

enable early investment in opera

and at the Baumann Centre.

productions.

Baumann Centre Artist & Accessibility Project
With the support of the governments of Canada and British Columbia, and generous private donations, the
Baumann Centre is being upgraded to ensure a safe, comfortable, and accessible venue for live and filmed opera
programming. The project will serve immediate needs stemming from the pandemic and enhance the long-term
sustainability and diversity of our art-making.

ACCESSIBILITY

A street-level entrance and wheelchair lift provide dignified, barrierfree access to the Baumann Centre for all ages and abilities.
PUBLIC ART

The entrance integrates a public art piece by Kwakwak’awakw and
Coast Salish artist Carey Newman, who created the magnificent
acoustic canopy Mind, Body & Spirit.
AIR EXCHANGE

A new HVAC system to provide energy-efficient heating, cooling, air
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Grania Litwin

circulation and filtration – important for singers’ vocal health and
audience comfort and safety.
ACOUSTICS

New energy-efficient windows provide soundproofing and
improve comfort for artists and audiences alike.
THEATRICAL EQUIPMENT

Supporting high-calibre opera for film and live performance, as well
as education and community programming for Pacific Opera and for
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Nicole Malcolm

Teresa Turgeon
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CHORUS ROOM

Abi Omotoso

Natalie Ashley

Jessica Pratt

our venue partners.
THE RYAN PATIO

Urban plantings, seating, and artwork create an exterior meeting

A new mezzanine adjacent to the Wingate Studio transforms
unused attic space into an additional rehearsal studio and
greenroom facility for artists.

Maureen Woodall

Kristen Sands

Marilyn Walker

Phil Shaver
Katri Tahvanainen
Cristina Woods

Honorary Patron Her Honour, The Honourable Janet Austin, OBC Lieutenant Governor of British Columbia
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